Drafting Assistant Essential provides access to Table of Authorities Builder, citation formatting, WestCheck®, and embedded KeyCite® flags and links. These key features allow students to upload a document quickly and become comfortable with the verification of quotes and citations within a legal document.

**Drafting**
- Automatically extract citations from legal documents into a single report
- Insert KeyCite flags and links from each citation within a document to the full-text documents on Westlaw®
- Identify citations in documents and ensure correct citation format. Apply the correct formatting into your legal document
- Build and insert a Table of Authorities in legal documents
- Analyze transactional documents by identifying issues, errors, omissions or inconsistencies, which can be delivered in either an HTML Report or a text report

For more information on how Drafting Assistant Essential can help students draft documents when they're on the go, contact your Thomson Reuters Academic Account Manager.